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upswing, more focused on our responsibilities to one another and less focused on our narrower self-interest.
Sometime during the 1960s, however, these trends reversed, leaving us in today’s disarray. In a sweeping
overview of more than a century of history, drawing on his inimitable combination of statistical analysis and
storytelling, Robert Putnam analyzes a remarkable confluence of trends that brought us from an “I” society to a
“We” society and then back again. He draws inspiring lessons for our time from an earlier era, when a dedicated
group of reformers righted the ship, putting us on a path to becoming a society once again based on community.
Engaging, revelatory, and timely, this is Putnam’s most ambitious work yet, a fitting capstone to a brilliant career.
The Short Cuts to Lower Scores-Jack Nicklaus 1990-05-15 Golf great Jack Nicklaus shares his secrets and
personal tips to help golfers of all talents bring their game to tournament level. This comprehensive guide for both
beginning and advanced players is filled with step-by-step detailed illustrations. 1,054 line drawings.
Play Better Golf: The short game and scoring-Jack Nicklaus 1980
The Timeless Swing-Tom Watson 2012-12-25 Tom Watson's stunning performance in the 2009 British Open was
the story of the year in golf - if not in all sports. Nearing his 60th birthday, he led the world's oldest major
championship with one hole to play and came within an unlucky bounce of winning his sixth Open championship,
losing in a playoff. Known at the highest levels of the game as a shotmaker's shotmaker, a master of any shot
under any conditions, and the finest foul-weather golfer of all time, Watson relied on a swing that has lasted as an
unmatched model of good mechanics, rhythm and repeatability. Jack Nicklaus and other peers believe Watson is
swinging better today than when he was a dominant player on the regular PGA Tour 30-plus years ago. In THE
TIMELESS SWING, Watson offers a lifetime's worth of wisdom and insight into the game of golf, showing how to
become a better player at any age. In Watson's plain-spoken voice, the book will distil the most important lessons
for how to improve your swing and score and will be laced with the anecdotal stories and bits of wisdom that have
been accumulated by Watson during his forty year professional career. With a foreword by Jack Nicklaus and 4color photographs by award-winning Golf Digest photographer Dom Furore illustrating Watson's method
throughout.
The Giving Tree-Shel Silverstein 2014-02-18 As The Giving Tree turns fifty, this timeless classic is available for the
first time ever in ebook format. This digital edition allows young readers and lifelong fans to continue the legacy
and love of a household classic that will now reach an even wider audience. Never before have Shel Silverstein's
children's books appeared in a format other than hardcover. Since it was first published fifty years ago, Shel
Silverstein's poignant picture book for readers of all ages has offered a touching interpretation of the gift of giving
and a serene acceptance of another's capacity to love in return. Shel Silverstein's incomparable career as a
bestselling children's book author and illustrator began with Lafcadio, the Lion Who Shot Back. He is also the
creator of picture books including A Giraffe and a Half, Who Wants a Cheap Rhinoceros?, The Missing Piece, The
Missing Piece Meets the Big O, and the perennial favorite The Giving Tree, and of classic poetry collections such
as Where the Sidewalk Ends, A Light in the Attic, Falling Up, Every Thing On It, Don't Bump the Glump!, and
Runny Babbit. And don't miss these other Shel Silverstein ebooks, Where the Sidewalk Ends, and A Light in the
Attic!
Harvey Penick'S Little Red Book-Harvey Penick 1992-05-15 A collection of wit and wisdom on golf offers practical
advice to everyone from golf pros--including Tom Kite, Ben Crenshaw, and Sandra Palmer--to high-handicap
amateurs. 20,000 first printing.
A Curious Mind-Brian Grazer 2015-04-07 Academy Award–winning producer Brian Grazer and an acclaimed
business journalist examine the weekly “curiosity conversations” that have inspired Grazer to create some of
America's favorite and iconic movies and television shows—from 24 to A Beautiful Mind.

A Swing for Life-Nick Faldo 2012-11-08 Nick Faldo is considered one of the world's most complete golfers. For
years he analysed his game in search of the perfect swing. In this extensive book-the fully updated and revised
version of a timeless golf classic-he shares his experience and the skills of that game. Faldo explains the principles
behind his flowing, consistent swing-a swing to apply to every club in the bag. He discusses driving strategy,
short-game technique, bunker play, and the art of putting, and includes new information on fitness, equipment,
his philosophy of golf, new developments in his swing, and more. Supporting these principles are 250 superb
photographs that illustrate how to swing, no matter what part of the course you're on. For experienced golfers,
Faldo's strategy on "working the ball" will surely fascinate, as will his philosophy of "taking your game to the
course." He stresses that practice and confidence go together-and in this essential book, filled with the same drills
and exercises he personally uses for tournament preparation, will help readers create their own "swing for life."
Life Swings-Nick Faldo 2005 Nick Faldo's remarkable memoir tells the story of the obsessive teenager who grew
up to be the greatest golfer this country has ever produced. Along the way there have been arguments with the
press and fellow players, three marriages, and some of the greatest sporting moments in history, including a
record number of Ryder Cup wins. Now in his forties, Faldo has found a new calm and is able to reflect on his life
and career, opening up for the first time to reveal the humorous, honest character that he is.
Swinging for Beginners-Kaye Bellemeade 2008-05 Are you interested in couple-swapping? Sex parties? Group
sex? Threesomes? Anonymous sex? Girl/Girl? Orgies? Then Swinging for Beginners: An Introduction to the
Lifestyle - the Revised Edition is a book you definitely need to read. It's been said that the couple who plays
together stays together and this sizzling how-to book tells everything you need to know to get started in this sexy
lifestyle. This includes information on dating, what to wear, what to do at clubs and parties, single men, jealousy,
threesomes, how to meet other swingers and how to deal with it all and much more. In Swinging for Beginners:
An Introduction to the Lifestyle - the Revised Edition, you'll not only find out the basics, but also read about
steamy real-life experiences that will give you a real taste of what to expect once you get started. So are you
prepared to delve more deeply into the secret world of the swinging lifestyle? Do you think you're ready to join in
on the fun? Are you ready to see just what the Swinging Lifestyle is all about? If so, this book can help you get
started. C'mon. You know you're curious.
Golf-Nick Faldo 2005-08 With a foreword by Nick Faldo. With a Passions book in your hand, you can turn to any
page and escape life's little miseries - be it dull meetings, delayed trains, or waiting on hold. Whether your passion
is for fly-fishing or golf, swooshing down the snow or lounging on the beach, each collection of sumptuous fullcolour photographs will transport you to the world's ultimate locations. Compiled with expert input from
professionals, these books are pure indulgence and will take you to wonderful places...including some which you
never dreamed existed
The Upswing-Robert D. Putnam 2020-10-13 An eminent political scientist’s brilliant analysis of economic, social,
and political trends over the past century demonstrating how we have gone from an individualistic “I” society to a
more communitarian “We” society and then back again, and how we can learn from that experience to become a
stronger, more unified nation—from the author of Bowling Alone and Our Kids. Deep and accelerating inequality;
unprecedented political polarization; vitriolic public discourse; a fraying social fabric; public and private
narcissism—Americans today seem to agree on only one thing: This is the worst of times. But we’ve been here
before. During the Gilded Age of the late 1800s, America was highly individualistic, starkly unequal, fiercely
polarized, and deeply fragmented, just as it is today. However as the twentieth century opened, America
became—slowly, unevenly, but steadily—more egalitarian, more cooperative, more generous; a society on the
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A Confederacy of Dunces-John Kennedy Toole 2007-12-01 Winner of the Pulitzer Prize “A masterwork . . . the
novel astonishes with its inventiveness . . . it is nothing less than a grand comic fugue.”—The New York Times
Book Review A Confederacy of Dunces is an American comic masterpiece. John Kennedy Toole's hero, one
Ignatius J. Reilly, is "huge, obese, fractious, fastidious, a latter-day Gargantua, a Don Quixote of the French
Quarter. His story bursts with wholly original characters, denizens of New Orleans' lower depths, incredibly trueto-life dialogue, and the zaniest series of high and low comic adventures" (Henry Kisor, Chicago Sun-Times).
Twentieth-Century Honky-Tonk-John Wooley 2020-04-16 It was supposed to be a car dealership. Instead, it
became one of the most famous American music venues of all time... Only one place in the whole world can claim
to be both the Carnegie Hall of western swing and the penultimate stop on the Sex Pistols’ infamous American
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tour. Now, for the first time ever, all the secrets of the hottest honky-tonk of the 20th Century—Cain’s
Ballroom—are revealed, in the words of the people who made it happen. Spanning the famed venue’s first 75
years, from 1924 through 1999, Twentieth-Century Honky-Tonk tells it all, from Bob Wills and His Texas
Playboys—who became a national sensation with their clear-channel ballroom broadcasts—to U2, the Police, and
Van Halen—as Cain's became an essential stop for breakout acts and cosmic cowboys. The book also covers
cutting-edge alt-rock acts, metal bands, and off-the-wall attractions like ladies’ mud wrestling (which worked) and
Pig Time Racing (which didn’t).
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